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Abstract 

Through techniques of automatic meteorological station such as real-time meteorological 
data quality control method and network information instant message, data quality control 
is included into meteorological information business process and real-time quality control 
business system is built for Qinghai automatic station in this paper. Besides, real-time 
quality control of observational data of 54 national automatic meteorological stations and 
517 regional automatic meteorological stations is realized, and possible adverse influences 
of false data of automatic station on weather monitoring and forecasting business service 
are effectively reduced. 
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1. Introduction 

Along with the accelerated development of meteorological modernization, traditional artificial 

meteorological observation is gradually replaced by automatic meteorological observation technique. 

The obtaining of meteorological data is more spatial-temporally intensive. Compared to the artificial 

observation, the formation link of meteorological data of automatic observation system is more 

complicated. Due to the fault in data collection, coding, transmission and decoding and even the 

instrument, the deviation may exist between data and true value. 

Qinghai meteorological department has built lots of meteorological observation stations, which are 
basically stable and reliable since the establishment and also play a good role of data support in 

disastrous weather monitoring, forecast service and disastrous weather forewarning information [1-

2]. However, In case of fault in instrument or external interface, there might be errors in observational 

data. In this case, the accuracy of short-time weather forecast and effective application of 

meteorological data is influenced [3]. Therefore, it is important to ensure the accuracy of real-time 

data of automatic meteorological station. To conclude, it is significantly meaningful to build perfect 
quality control system, guarantee accuracy of real-time observational data of automatic station, 

improve fine forecast ability and disaster prevent and reduction ability. 

2. Establishment of quality control methods 

According to the geographical features of Qinghai and actual construction situation of automatic 

station, real-time data quality control process of Qinghai automatic meteorological station is 

formulated and standardized. Meanwhile, quality control methods [4] are built according to unified 

standard, including physical extreme value inspection, historical extreme value inspection, internal 

consistency check [5], time consistency check and spatial consistency check. 

(1) Research status of quality control 

With regard quality control theory, related Chinese scholars and business personnel have carried out 

a lot of researches. WMO proposes guiding opinions on meteorological data quality control. The 
Nordic countries have carried out NORDKLIM plan including real-time quality control. For example, 
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the meteorological bureaus of provinces and cities such as Sichuan, Hubei and Shanghai have 

proposed and practiced theoretical methods of real-time data quality control. 

(2) Main methods for quality control 

Threshold value inspection: threshold value inspection indicates presetting extreme value range of 
each element spatially and temporally and judging the element values within the extreme value 

interval as regional values and that outside extreme value interval as irrational ones (wrong value)  

Climate threshold value inspection: the clinical value of elements that might not emerge from the 
perspective of climate is called climate threshold value of element. The climate threshold exceeding 

the element or the data exceeding allowed value range is called wrong data. 

Regional threshold value inspection: according to the climatic subdivision and change trend of 

geographical altitude in China, rational value range is set for each element. This check indicates the 

refinement of climate threshold value inspection. 

Seismic station threshold value inspection: it indicates former maximum (minimum) value of certain 
element in historical record of certain fixed observation station. The check that whether element value 

of meteorological data exceeds extreme value is extreme value inspection. According to 30 years’ 

historical data, it is necessary further inspect the observational data exceeding the element extreme 

value of observation station to judge whether the data is correct. 

Time consistency check: meteorological element has certain law along with the change in time. The 
check that whether the change in meteorological data meets the inspection of such law is called time 

consistency check. 

Internal consistency check: The check that whether among different elements or items of the fixed 

observation station meets certain physical association is called internal consistency check. The 

following relations listed below should meet the observational value of meteorology. If not meeting, 

at least one party is wrong value. 

Space consistency check: the reliability of the observation element of the station is judged according 

to the spatial distribution of meteorological data and through comparison of the same element values 

of tested seismic station and neighboring observation station or into the estimation value calculated 

through statistical interpolation method. The efficiency level of the method is closely associated with 

the density of the observation station. 

Man-machine quality control information interaction: as for uncertain wrong data of certain automatic 
station that cannot be automatically confirmed, it is necessary to adopt artificial auxiliary judgment. 

Meanwhile, the quality control method of automatic station at the present stage is gradually improved. 

The effective information brought by man-machine interaction also can push forward gradually 

creating condition for quality control theory. 

3. Overall system architecture 

The real-time quality control system of Qinghai automatic meteorological station gives full 

considerations to the characteristics and business requirements of provincial-level information node. 

Based on guaranteeing aging and through parallel control mode, the quality control system of 

communication business is integrated into provincial-level quality control system of China 

Meteorological Administration. Besides, man-machine interaction and feedback function is also 

realized. 

Total process of quality control system: after the data of each seismic station is transmitted to the 
provincial-level center station and through summary, the primitive data will be transmitted through 

two paths respectively. Firstly, the checked primitive data is uploaded to the China Meteorological 

Administration through communication business quality control system. Secondly, the data to which 

the quality control code is added is uploaded to China Meteorological Administration through 

provincial-level quality control system. In the meantime, real-time releasing and feedback of 

uncertain wrong data is realized through web-integrated release and man-machine interaction 

platform. The quality control process is as shown by the Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The quality control process is as shown 

(1)Quality control function: 

The quality control intermediate file is taken as data source. The quality of temperature, humidity, 
wind, rainfall and air pressure is controlled to generate intermediate file containing quality control 

code. 

(2) Data interface 

Real-time automatic station data loading: monitoring Z document receiving catalogue of automatic 

station Z, screening out the observation data of the current automatic station, and check format, and 

then choose station number, longitude and altitude of seismic station, measure altitude of the station, 

and finally load related data of temperature, humidity, wind, rainfall and air pressure. 

Intermediate file processing: extract the current times data from the set time or quality control 
database manually and generate quality control intermediate file; the intermediate file of quality 

control information will be decoded automatically and the quality control code of the elements will 

be updated. 

Z file backup: the automatic station Z file processed automatically is backed into the backup catalogue 

according to the size. 

(3) Man-machine interaction 

Analyze data time consistency: the association form displays uncertain wrong times data and 

numerous times data before and after it; display the overlay chart of each element data of the station 
or numerous times approaching station data through curve. The curve can be zoomed, etc. 

Analyze data space consistency: display the uncertain times data and its numerous times approaching 

station data before and after it through chart. The map can be zoomed, etc. 

Control code maintenance: through man-machine interactive operation and analysis, and the 
corresponding control code manually set is “correct”, “uncertain” or “wrong”. 

Quality control result inquiry: according to conditions including time range, station number, 

observation element, quality control code and station type, inquire quality control data and display 

the result through form. 

Monitoring quality control information of automatic station: Display quality control information of 
automatic station through color and graph in map. It is the current times data when the data is 

refreshed automatically. 
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4. Conclusion 

Real-time data quality control system of automatic meteorological station is the complex of data 
communication, quality discrimination and information feedback. Based on satisfying real-time data 

transmission, the quality of real-time observation data of automatic meteorological station is 

controlled and the data with quality controlled is stored into the database so that the data can be saved 

for a long time. The requirements of meteorological real-time business for real-time data is satisfied 

by realizing automatic quality control through computer technology. Through follow-up man-

machine integration quality control method, the mistake rate of the data is reduced, which provides 

real-time data with quality guaranteed for meteorological business. 
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